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The elephant seal is the largest of all seals and owes its name
to its great size and to the remarkable trunk or snout developed

in the adult male..

The northern elephant seal has long been on the verge of

extinction and is now found only on Guadalupe, an uninhabited

island lying in the Pacific Ocean 140 miles off the northern part

of the peninsula of Lower California.

It formerly had a range extending from Cape San Lazaro
near Magdalena Bay on the Peninsula, northward to Point Reyes
near San Francisco, California, a distance of nearly a thousand

miles, and has never been definitely recorded from any other

region of the North Pacific Ocean. It was abundant at several

points along the coast and especially so on all of the islands off

the west coast of Lower California.*

Being valuable for its oil it was killed in large numbers by
vessels primarily engaged in the pursuit of the gray whale which
was also abundant in the same region. There is a record show-

ing that the elephant seal was being killed for commercial pur-

poses at Santa Barbara Island, California, as late as 1852. Dur-
ing the late fifties, apparently, its numbers in Lower California

became reduced to mere scattered groups.

Captain C. M. Scammon, who has long been the principal

authority on the northern elephant seal, writing in 1869, J re-

ported that it was then "nearly if not quite extinct." Since the

publication in 1874 of his work on the Marine Mammals of the

*The habitat of the southern elephant seal originally extended throughout the
Antarctic islands, including Kerguelen, Heards, St. Paul, Tristan-da-Cunha, Falk-
lands, Tierra del Fuego, South Georgia, South Shetlands, Juan Fernandez and
islands south of New Zealand. It has disappeared from some of these places and
is now found chiefly at Kerguelen Island.

^Proceedings Academy Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, April, 1869, pp. 61-63.
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Northwestern Coast, there has been little information available

respecting the species.

In 1884 and again in 1892, I obtained information from seal

hunters in California that 419 elephant seals had been taken by

them at various times from 1880 to 1884 at San Cristobal Bay
and Guadalupe Island, Lower California. According to my in-

formants, some of whomhad long engaged in sealing in a desul-

tory way, the elephant seal became scarce about 1865, and only

a few stragglers had been found until the discovery of a small

herd at San Cristobal Bay in 1880. This bay occupies a midway
position on the Peninsula and is uninhabited, there being no

fresh water along the coast within fifty miles. As the beaches

are .narrow, elephant seals found lodgment chiefly in the dry

gullies opening into them.

I visited this locality in October and December, 1884, in the

schooner Laura of San Francisco in search of specimens of the

elephant seal for the United States National Museum* The
beach frequented by the seals was kept under observation from
October 20 until December 31, but we obtained only sixteen ani-

mals, the skins and skeletons of which were secured for the

National Museum. I visited a number of other localities on the

same voyage, but the species was not observed elsewhere, al-

though we searched both the coast and the islands as far south as

Magdalena Bay. Weexamined the shores of Guadalupe Island

in October, but on account of unfavorable weather, overlooked the

locality at present occupied by the elephant seal on the northwest

side of the island. It may have existed there at that time.

In 1892, I again visited Guadalupe Island in the schooner

Santa Barbara, under the auspices of the Department of State,

with a view to identifying the species of fur seal known to exist

there, the information being desired for the use of the Fur Seal

Arbitration then convened at Paris.f Although the entire coast

line of the island was carefully examined during our search for

the fur seal, we found no trace of the elephant seal until we

*An Account of Recent Captures of the California Sea Elephant and Statis-

tics Relating to the Present Abundance of the Species. By Charles H. Townsend.
Proc, U. S. National Museum, 1885, pp. 90-93.

fNotes on the Fur Seals of Guadalupe, The Galapagos and Lobos Islands. By
Charles H. Townsend, Report on Fur Seal Investigations 1896-97, part III, pp.
265-69, Treas. Dept., Doc. No. 2717, Div. Special Agents.
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reached the so-called Elephant Beach under the cliffs on the

northwest side. According to Captain Hunt of the schooner

Santa Barbara, eighty elephant seals were found on this beach

in 1883. Here we found eight elephant seals, seven of which
were killed, but the weather conditions becoming suddenly un-

favorable and the landing dangerous, we were compelled to

abandon four of these. At that time. May 23, the larger ani-

mals were shedding their hair.

The fur seal obtained at this island proved to be a new
species of the Antarctic genus and was described as Arctocepha-

lus townsendi by Merriam.

Captain J. R. Mullett of Monterey, California, is said to have
obtained a few specimens of the elephant seal in 1904, presum-
ably at Guadalupe. In 1907 Mr. Charles Harris visited Guada-
lupe Island in the interest of the Hon. Walter Rothschild, remain-

ing from June 2 to 13. He found about forty elephant seals and
obtained fourteen specimens, four of which were lost in the surf.*

For many years no reports have been received from San
Cristobal Bay and other points in Lower California formerly in-

habited by the elephant seal, and there has been no further ac-

count of the small herd found at Guadalupe Island in 1907. As
Lower California is sometimes visited by parties in small vessels

in search of sea-lions which are killed for their hides and oil,

naturalists had little hope of its continued existence, and the

recent discovery of a herd of considerable size was a matter of

surprise and great zoological interest.

Rediscovery in 1911.

During the winter of 1911 while in charge of the deep sea

investigations of the United States Steamship Albatross in the

Lower California region, I called at Guadalupe Island and was
fortunate enough to secure the specimens, photographs and data

upon which the present paper is based.

We reached Guadalupe on March second, and immediately
landed the members of the scientific staff on the east side for a
day's collecting and proceeded at once with the ship to the north-

*Mirownga angustirostris (Gill), by the Hon. Walter Rothschild, Ph. D.,
Novitates Zoologicae, vol. XV, 1908, p. 393. Mr. Harris also published an account
of this trip to Guadalupe Island in the Pacific Monthly for April, 1909, entitled
A Cruise After Sea Elephants.
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west side in the hope of finding a few survivors of the elephant

seal.* After a forenoon's search we located a herd of about 125

of these animals on Elephant Beach. I killed one large male and

one large female which we skinned and took to the ship. Re-

turning with larger boats and some nets, six yearlings were cap-

tured alive and sent on board. While the Albatross went to the

east side to pick up the scientific staif , I devoted the afternoon to

making observations and taking photographs, the ship not re-

turning until nightfall. There is deep water all about the Island,

but after much cautious sounding Commander Burrage found an

anchorage in fifteen fathoms of water about a mile off shore.

The following day being too stormy to make landings, the time

was spent in the preparation of our specimens. On the morning

of the fourth we succeeded after some difficulty in effecting a

landing when I killed two more of the large males the skinning

and skeletonizing of which occupied us for several hours.f

The sea becoming rough, we were compelled to leave the

beach in the afternoon and the embarking of our heavy specimens

was both difficult and dangerous.

Elephant Beach is located under high and impassable cliffs

and is flanked by cliffs which extend into the sea, making the top

of the island altogether inaccessible from this point. Its north-

ern end is well marked by heavy rock slides. The beach is ac-

cessible from the sea only, and is usually further protected by a
heavy surf. It is not more than three or four hundred yards in

length by thirty in width, the greater part of it is sandy, the inner

margin being lined with talus from the cliffs.

The seals had little fear of man, and the few animals which

left the beach would probably not have done so had they not been

disturbed by sailors walking among them. While the large

specimens were being skinned and skeletonized, some of the ani-

mals slept undisturbed within thirty feet of where the men were

working. I succeeded in obtaining about fifty good photographs

showing the general character of the rookery and the attitudes of

the animals. The herd consisted chiefly of large males and im-

*Members of scientific staff: Dr. J. N. Rose, Dr. Paul Bartsch, U. S. National
Museum. W. L. Schmitt, L. M. Tongue, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries. Preparators:
H. E. Anthony, J. C. Bell, American Museum of Natural History.

tThese skins are now being mounted and will constitute an important group-

in the American Museum of Natural History.
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mature animals of various sizes. There were probably not more

than fifteen adult females present and only six of these were

accompanied by newly born young. The indications were, there-

fore, that the breeding season was just commencing and that

other adult females might arrive later. Wedid not observe any

male with more than one female, and the family groups were

distributed all along the rookery.

Size.

The three males which we killed were the largest in sight

and were found to average just sixteen feet in length, with an

average girth of eleven feet. The largest specimen of the north-

ern elephant seal recorded as actually measured was "twenty-two

feet long from tip to tip and yielded 210 gallons of oil."* The
adult female we killed was nearly eleven feet long. Some of the

females with young pups appeared to be slightly longer, but we
did not attempt to measure them. There were numerous imma-
ture males about the size of the adult female and many animals

of intermediate sizes between these and the newly born pups.

Animals of the yearling size were distinctly more numerous than

those of any other size. The newly born pups were quite distin-

guishable in color from the yearlings, being dusky black. They
were about a week old. The color of the adults is yellowish

*Scammon. Overland Monthly, February, 1870. In this article the writer
refers to individuals that attained "the enormous dimensions of twelve feet in cir-

cumference and more than twenty-four feet in length. Lydekker, in discussing

the Antarctic species says, "Probably twenty-five feet would not be an undue
estimate for the length of an adult male, and it is far from improbable that close

upon thirty feet may have been reached in some cases." Morrell says, "I have seen
the male (Antarctic) sea elephant more than twenty-five feet in length, and meas-
uring sixteen feet around the body."

The elephant seal is much larger than the walrus, which does not exceed
thirteen feet in length or fourteen feet in girth.

Captain B. D. Cleveland of New Bedford, Massachusetts, who has during the

past dozen years made several voyages to Kerguelen Island after elephant seals,

says in a recent article in Hampton's Magazine that the largest males measure
sixteen feet in length, thirteen feet in girth and may yield as much as 245 gallons

of oil. He found the blubber to be seven inches thick on the fattest animals at

the commencement of the season, six or eight weeks later it was not more than two
inches thick, the seals having fasted in the meantime. Captain Cleveland says
he secured from 2,600 to 3,000 barrels of oil on a voyage, that the animals are
killed by shooting and that the skin has no commercial value. Sealing begins in

November and ends in May before the harbor freezes over. With a crew of
thirty-five men, 120 elephant seals were kiUed and stripped in one day. The oil

is worth from forty-seven to fifty cents a gallon.
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brown, the younger animals being grayish brown. The largest

male elephant seal obtained by Harris in 1907 was sixteen feet,

eight inches in length and had a girth of eleven feet, eight inches.

The proboscis was eighteen inches long, measured from its tip

to the eye. The largest female obtained was eleven feet, five

inches long, with a girth of six feet, five inches.

The skin of the adult male is exceedingly heavy, being nearly

an inch thick about the fore part of the neck. Our knives dulled

so rapidly in skinning that it was found necessary to have a

grindstone sent ashore and keep two men busy at the task of

sharpening. The carcasses were so heavy that it required all

the strength of half a dozen men to turn them over with the aid

of a rope and hand-holes cut in the skins. Wefound the blubber

to be about four inches thick in some places.

Behavior of Males.

Unless actually teased by members of our party, the old ani-

mals did not attempt to leave the beach, and many of them did

not raise their heads from the sand until closely approached, al-

though wide awake. When driven from a comfortable resting-

place they would soon settle down, and after throwing sand on
their backs with the front flippers become quiet again. Both
young and old have the habit of covering themselves with sand

when settling down to rest. The females, although but little

molested, appeared to be even more passive than the males.

Some of the large males after being driven into the sea, soon

returned. While in the water they remained near the surf, dis-

regarding the boats which passed near them, the head being usu-

ally held well above water with the proboscis partially retracted.

When making a landing the large male does so very slowly with

frequent pauses, from time to time raising and spreading the

hind flippers to get the benefit of each low wave that helps him
through the shallows. When finally clear of the water and de-

pendent upon his own efforts in getting his ponderous bulk to a

dry place well up the sloping beach, progress becomes very slow,

but the elephant seal is able to crawl long distances. While at

San Cristobal Bay in 1884, the sealers showed me places three

or four hundred yards up the ravines where they had formerly

killed them.
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Most of the attitudes here described are well shown in the

accompanying photographs, but it must be confessed that we
could not have secured all of our pictures without getting the

animals thoroughly aroused. In some cases I focused my
camera on the head of an elephant seal at a distance of eight or

ten feet and then had a sailor kick the animal violently in the ribs,

one of them became thoroughly angered only after a sailor had
jumped upon his back. Whenmoving of its own accord the ele-

phant seal arches the body in a way suggestive of the motion of

the inch- worm, drawing the hind quarters well forward with the

belly lifted from the ground, and then shifting the forequarters

with the front flippers braced outward.

Fighting.

The large males that accompanied the nursing females were
frequently engaged in fights with unattached males. There had

evidently been considerable fighting as their necks Were more or

less raw and in some cases had festering sores. In comparison

with them the necks of the younger males were smooth and with-

out tooth-marks. In fighting, the large males crawl slowly and
laboriously within striking distance, and then rearing on the

front flippers and drawing the heavy pendant proboscis into

wrinkled folds well up on top of the snout, strike at each other's

necks with their large canines. The fighting was accompanied

with more or less noise and snorting, but we heard none of the

extremely loud bellowing described by writers as characteristic

of the Antarctic species of elephant seal.

The skin of the under surface of the neck and fore part of

the breast is greatly thickened, it is practically hairless and years

of fighting has given it an exceedingly rough and calloused sur-

face. This shield, as it may be called, is the part of the animal

most exposed to attack when fighting, it extends from the throat

just below the base of the jaws, down to the level of the flippers

and rather more than half way back on each side of the neck and
breast. Although ugly wounds are inflicted by the large canines,

the heavy skin in no case seemed to be broken through. While
the animal takes good care of its head and proboscis, the cal-

loused breast shield is freely exposed to the enemy.
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The fighting is not of the desperate sort indulged in by the

fur seal, and the contestants soon separate ; there seems to be no

actual seizing and holding of the skin and after each sharp blow

the head is quickly withdrawn and held aloft. When the head

of the male is elevated, the skin at the top of the neck and shoul-

ders is thrown into a series of eight or ten heavy folds which

extend downward and forward. These folds do not show when
the animal is at rest with the head stretched forward on the sand.

The fore flippers are large and thick and have heavy claws, the

posterior three claws being well separated.

Proboscis.

The proboscis is broad and fleshy to the tip where the nos-

trils are placed, the nasal openings being wide apart and

directed somewhat downward and outward. The length of the

proboscis forward from the canines is about equal to the distance

between the canine and eye. It is exceedingly thick and heavy

and its width is about equal to the space between the eyes. In

one of our specimens, not the largest, it was about nine inches

long, but the proboscis of the dead animal can be stretched out

somewhat longer.* When the animal is crawling the proboscis

is relaxed and pendant ; when sleeping, it rests upon the sand in

a shapeless mass. When persistently annoyed the old male

slowly raises his head, and retracting the proboscis opens the

mouth very wide. He does not bellow loudly but there is much
blowing out of the breath through the nostrils with a gurgling

sound, the whole proboscis vibrating heavily with the effort.

*Cleveland says of the southern species that it has "a trunk fifteen inches

long;" meaning doubtless its full length back to a point opposite the angle of the

mouth.

In our largest skull— twenty-three and three-quarter inches long— the distance

between the .canines and the orbit is nine and one-half inches. In the dried and

still unmounted skins of our three males, the distance between the tip of the pro-

boscis and the eye averaged twenty-three inches, but the skins may have been some-

what stretched. In the largest of these skins the distance from the first row of

whiskers to the tip of the snout, is fourteen inches. In the largest male obtained

by Harris, the distance from tip of proboscis to eye was eighteen inches, making

the length of the proboscis forward from the canines about nine inches. Scam-

mon (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci., Phila., 1869, pp. 61-63) says, "the proboscis of the

northern species in a large male extends from opposite the angle of the mouth

forward about fifteen inches." The United States National Museum has a skull

obtained at San Cristobal Bay in 1884 by C. H. Townsend which is twenty-four

inches in extreme length.
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Sometimes when the head is turned up, the proboscis relaxes

until it hangs into the open mouth. The animal may continue

to turn its head over backwards until the half -relaxed proboscis

actually overhangs to the rear. Wedid not at any time see the

trunk thrown into a rounded or tubular form. In fighting it is

closely retracted and the seal is apparently successful in keeping

it out of harm's way, as many of the animals with badly damaged
necks, had trunks showing no injury whatever.

When the proboscis is fully retracted it exhibits three bulg-

ing transverse folds on top separated by deep grooves. The
upper groove remains distinguishable when the proboscis is re-

laxed, while above it the upper fold remains as a fleshy hump.
Wedid not observe any actual inflation of the trunk, which, as

examined during the skinning operations, is fibrous and fleshy

throughout. There was no special expansion of the nasal pas-

sages observable, and while the photographs appear to indicate

an inflation, such is not the case ; the heavy folds of the retracted

proboscis must be produced by purely muscular action. It can-

not be capable of inflation in the sense that the trunk of the male

hooded-seal (Cystophora) is inflated. The massing of the heavy
fleshy appendage into compact folds on top of the head, is really

the opposite of inflation. There is little indication of the pro-

boscis in the half -grown male ; it probably does not develop until

sexual maturity is reached. Under excitement both female and
young extend the nose into a sharply pointed tip.

A careful examination of all available published photographs

of the Antarctic species has failed to show in any case, a pro-

boscis as long as those shown in our photographs of the northern

species.

Food.

I have not found anything in the stomach of the elephant

seal that would serve to indicate the nature of its food; in fact

we never found anything but a handful of sand. Our captive

elephant seals refused to eat fresh fish during the two days voy-

age to San Diego and took no food for more than a week after

their journey overland. In the New York Aquarium they have
subsisted entirely on fresh fish cut into moderate sized pieces, but
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greatly preferred it alive. Live crabs and bits of seaweed placed

in their pool always remained untouched.

They doubtless feed on live squid like the fur seal, but re-

fused the dead squid we took pains to procure for them. Peron
found cuttlefish beaks and Fucus in the Antarctic elephant seal's

stomach. Lambert says, "their food is chiefly kelp, but I have

found squid in their stomach." Harris found "tiny sardines not

more than two inches long" in the stomachs of some of the ele-

phant seals taken at Guadalupe Island; such fishes being abun-

dant at the mouths of the sea caves near by. Cleveland de-

scribes the food of the southern species as consisting of "cuttle-

fish and mollusks."

The heavy claws of the fore flippers may be useful to the

animal in procuring mollusks from sandy bottom.

Young.

The yearling elephant seal is somewhat heavier and longer

than the nursing pup, but is proportionately more slim, brownish
gray in color and has longer whiskers. The nursing pup is black

and its length is about four feet. It is so remarkably fat as to be

practically unable to move, while the yearling is quite active.

None of the six yearlings brought to the New York Aquarium
exceeded five feet in length. Their weights varied from 167

pounds to 301 pounds, males being heavier than females.

The nursing female was usually accompanied by a yearling,

as well as a young pup. Doubtless the presence of the yearling

with the adult female accounts for the conflicting statements of

sealers about the breeding season. Judging from the conditions

that we observed at Guadalupe Island, the breeding season begins

just before the first of March. The period of gestation must be

nearly twelve months,* as the females with black pups about a

week old, were already mating. I am convinced that the young
animals I described in 1884 as pups were really yearlings. I

never saw the black pup until 1911, and there are none in

museums, at least in America.

*Twelve months is known to be the period of gestation in the fur seal. Cap-
tain Cleveland makes the statement that the female of the southern elephant seal

"gives birth to young twice a year," but his observations on this point have been
misinterpreted. He says mating begins in November, which is the beginning of

summer; a second mating would mean a breeding season at the beginning of winter,

which is incredible.
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It is to be regretted that we did not bring back the skin of

a nursing pup and the whole head and proboscis of a large male

for anatomical study. In our desire to treat this unique herd

with due consideration, we have relinquished, temporarily at

least, the opportunity to thoroughly investigate the character of

the proboscis. With the exception of the large female, the speci-

mens procured were such as could be taken with the least possi-

ble injury to the herd as a whole. Some of the yearlings taken

alive, I regret to state, have already become available for anatom-

ical purposes.

The yearling frequently emits a sound not unlike the scream

of the peacock. On first landing we were unable to account for

these singular noises and ascribed them to sea-gulls, but soon dis-

covered their true source. This call or scream is most frequent-

ly heard when the yearling is disturbed or trampled on by larger

animals.

The taking of the live yearlings was a simple matter. Some
heavy pieces of netting were thrown over the animals into which
they were tightly rolled, so that the sailors could handle them
without fear of being bitten or of their climbing out of the boats.

On board ship they were for a time given the freedom of the

decks, but later were kept in a pen. They showed no inclination

to bite either while on the ship or when they were received at the

NewYork Aquarium.
The photographs of the young animals taken at the Aquar-

ium show some attitudes which were not observed on the beach

at Guadalupe Island. Assuming that they were yearlings when
captured at Guadalupe, they are now (February, 1912) twenty-

three months old. While the animal is plump and rounded when
at rest on the floor of the empty seal pool, it may look quite slim

when stretching up its head to the hand of a visitor. The neck

becomes remarkably drawn out, and it may reach upward until

the tips of the flippers are lifted from the flooring.

Another attitude which the young animal takes at times,

shows it balanced upon the stomach with the forequarters ele-

vated until the tips of the front flippers are clear of the floor, the

head turned far backward and almost touching the hind flippers

which are lifted nearly as high as the head. It can also turn the
head backward until the nose touches the floor. Wedid not suc-

ceed in getting photographs of these two attitudes.
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Although handled but little, they are very amiable, only

opening the mouth when approached too closely by the photog-

rapher. In swimming about the pool the fore flippers are seldom

used. The animals often go to sleep under water, stretched out

on the floor of the pool. The eyes of the elephant seal are re-

markably large and lustrous. They are suggestive of the eyes

of nocturnal animals, and it may be that the species is more
active by night than by day.

Distribution Since 1880.

The number of elephant seals known to have been killed or

captured in Lower California from 1880 to 1911 is shown in the

following record

:

1880 San Cristobal Bay, Schooner San Diego 30

1883 San Cristobal Bay, Schooner San Mateo 46

1883 San Cristobal Bay, Schooner 110

1883 Guadalupe Island, Schooner , Wentworth, Master 80

1884 San Cristobal Bay, Sloop Liberty, Morrison, Master „ 93

1884 San Cristobal Bay, Schooner San Diego 40

1884 San Cristobal Bay, Schooner Laura, Morrison, Master (C. H. Town-
send in charge) 16

1884 Guadalupe Island, Schooner San Diego 4

1892 Guadalupe Island, Schooner Santa Barbara, Hunt, Master (C. H.
Townsend in charge) „ 7

1904 Guadalupe Island, Schooner , Mullett, Master 4

1907 Guadalupe Island, Schooner Freia (C. M. Harris in charge) 14

1911 Guadalupe Island, U. S. S. Albatross, G. H. Burrage, U. S. N. Comdg.
(C. H. Townsend in charge) 10

Total 454

The above record is probably far from complete, as only 600

animals (including those now at Guadalupe Island) accounted

for in forty or fifty years would be but slow increase for animals

of the seal tribe. It is interesting to note that the record of

killings as far as we have it, is limited to two localities, and one
of these, San Cristobal, has yielded nothing since 1884.

Continued Existence.

The northern elephant seal has persisted as a race under the

most adverse conditions. Its pursuit for oil as carried on prior

to 1860 or possibly 1865, having nearly exterminated it, there
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followed a period of comparative immunity during which its

numbers slowly increased. Again subjected to persistent slaugh-

ter from 1880 to 1884, it disappeared for a time and was not

seen until rediscovered at Guadalupe Island in 1892. Since then

thirty-five elephant seals have been killed at Guadalupe for

museum purposes. Had that island been visited by seal oil

hunters, the elephant seal would probably not be in existence

to-day.

Present Number.

When the Albatross left Guadalupe on March 4, 1911, there

were not less than 125 elephant seals on the rookery. The breed-

ing season having just commenced and the number of adult

females present being considerably less than the number of adult

males, and less than half the number of yearlings, there is rea-

son to believe that the adult female portion of the herd would
be better represented before the end of the month. The present

size of the herd may therefore be estimated at 150 animals of all

classes.

Eleven days later when the Albatross reached San Cristobal

Bay on the Peninsula, I examined the site of the old rookery at

that locality without finding any indication of its being occupied.

We found no signs of elephant seals at either San Benita or

Cedros Islands where the ship called on the voyage southward.

I exaniined the shores of San Benita very thoroughly. Both of

these islands were formerly breeding resorts of the species.

Distinctness of the Northern Species.

The specific distinctness of the northern elephant seal is well

shown in the accompanying photographs of skulls of M. angiis-

tirostris and M. leoninus in the American Museum of Natural

History. The skulls are those of adult males and both exceed

twenty-two inches in extreme length, angustirostris being longer,

while leoninus has the greater zygomatic width.

In the northern species the zygomatic arch is heavier

throughout than in the southern species. In the former the

jugal at its narrowest point has nearly twice the height of that

of the latter, while its extreme length is considerably less. Its


